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Power Outage Caused by the Cyber 

Attack on Ukrenergo 

Technical Analysis and Solution 

 

Date of Release: January 6, 2017 

Overview 

Ukrenergo, a major energy provider in Ukraine, experienced a power failure on the night 

of December 17, 2016, which involved the automatic control system of the "North" substation in 

New Petrivtsi close to Kiev. The blackout affected the northern part of Kiev, the country's capital, 

and surrounding areas. 

Shortly after the incident, Ukrenergo engineers switched devices to manual mode and started 

restoring power in about 30 minutes. Power was fully restored 75 minutes after the blackout. 

On the morning of December 18, 2016, Ukrenergo Director Vsevolod Kovalchuk explained 

the incident in a post on Facebook and said that this outage may be caused by a device fault or cyber 

attack. 

The following is a timeline of activities carried out by NSFOCUS's security team in the wake 

of this incident. 
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Figure 1 Responses made by NSFOCUS's security team to this incident 

Historical Attacks on Ukrenergo 

 

Figure 2 Attacks on the Ukrainian power grid 

Figure 2 shows attacks on the Ukrainian power grid in recent years. NSFOCUS's security team, 

through analysis of the malware code, determined that this incident was initiated by Telebots, which 

is believed to be associated with BlackEnergy. 

What Is an Electric Power System? 

An electric power system is a network of electrical components deployed to generate, supply, 

transfer, transform, and use electric power, as shown in Figure 3. In the figure, step-up transformers 

are used to increase voltage before transmitting electrical energy over long distances through wires. 

Step-down transformers are used to decrease the supply voltage to a level suitable for use by regional 

power grids or end users. The distribution substation transfers power from the power grid to various 

users. Throughout the power system, operations in almost every stage rely on computer technology, 

such as the computer system used by the scheduling and control center of power grids at various 

levels and the computer-aided monitoring system at every substation. 
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Figure 3 Components of an electric power system 

Figure 4 shows the structure of a transformer substation in China. 

 

Figure 4 Structure of a transformer substation in China 

 Longitudinal encryption: encrypts channel data transmitted from the substation to the 

scheduling center. 

 RTU: sends information within the substation to the remote scheduling center. 

 Network analyzer: records communication packets of the substation's internal network. 
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Figure 5 shows the structure of transformer substations in other countries than China. 

 

Figure 5 Structure of transformer substations in other countries than China 

 Protection device: implements appropriate protection and control logic for collected 

voltage, current, and Boolean signals of primary devices. 

 Merging unit: collects voltage and current signals of primary devices. 

 Smart terminal: collects Boolean signals of primary devices and implements switch 

control commands issued by the protection device. 

 Status monitoring and diagnosis device: a type of additional field devices at the substation 

for monitoring purposes. 

 Protocol converter: converts protocols so that devices using different protocols can 

communicate with one another. 

 Monitor: aggregates and displays field information of the substation. 

 Scheduling center: displays and controls centralized control centers of multiple 

substations in a centralized manner. 

Substations in China are different from those in other countries in the following aspects: 

 In China, the substation area is divided by firewalls into security zone I and security zone 

II. The former is a zone for real-time production control, where the running of primary 

electrical devices can be directly controlled. The latter is a zone for non-real-time 

control, where the electrical energy metering system, the disturbance recorder, and others 

are deployed. 

 In China, a substation is a totally isolated local area network (LAN) from the public 

network. In foreign countries, the internal network of a substation can be accessed via an 

office network acting as a virtual private network (VPN). 
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Sample Execution Flow 

Figure 6 shows the execution flow of the sample. 

 

Figure 6 Sample execution flow 

Sample Structure 

This is a compound sample that consists of multiple files. 

File Type MD5 Description 

XLS FD0FD58B20B1476E8F67D6A

05307E9BC 

7D4FC63F2096A485D2DA3D

B1150E6D34 

Drops and executes 

C:\User\xxx\AppData\Local\Temp\explorer.e

xe. 

explorer.exe 1019C101FC1AE71E5C1687E3

4F0628E6 

Downloads and executes 

C:\User\xxx\AppData\Local\Temp\lsass.exe. 

lsass.exe 873C7701E16BC68AD7A9088

6B5D0A3F0 

75EE947E31A40AB4B5CDE9

F4A767310B 

0FCE93CD9BEEEA30A7F0E2

This is a remote control trojan, which 

implements different functions as instructed 

by the server. 
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A819D2B968 

KillDisk.exe B75C869561E014F4D3847734

27C879A6 

FFB1E8BABAECC4A8CB3D7

63412294469 

Deletes system logs, clears parts of sector data, 

and causes the system to crash, unable to be 

restarted. 

keylogger.exe 4919569CD19164C1F123F97C

5B44B03B 

Records keystrokes. 

LDAPquery.exe 76691C58103431624D26F2B83

84A57B0 

Makes queries to Active Directory using 

LDAP. 

mimikatz.exe BDE6C0DAC3E594A4A859B4

90AAAF1217 

Captures system passwords. 

CredRaptor.exe 389AE3A4589E355E173E9B07

7D6F1A0A 

Steals user names and passwords in browsers. 

Intercepter-

NG.exe 

5BD6B79A4443AFD27F7ED1

FBF66060EA 

Intercepts traffic. 

VBS 2D7866989D659C1F8AE795E5

CAB40BF3 

C404B959B51AD0425F1789F0

3E2C6ECF 

Obtains and executes instructions. 

telebot.exe 24313581BBBFFA9A784B480

75B525810 

This is a remote control trojan, which 

implements different functions as instructed. 

Table 1 Sample file list 

The following describes in detail the functions of these files. 

XLS 

Main Function 

By executing the macro code in a document, XLS drops an executable to a temporary directory 

C:\User\xxx\AppData\Local\Temp and names it explorer.exe to hide itself. 

Behavior Analysis 

Figure 7 shows what it looks like after execution. 
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Figure 7 XLS file after execution 

Figure 8 shows the first one of arrays defined in macro code. Data in these arrays constitutes a 

PE file, in which 77 is equivalent to 4D and 90 to 5A in hexadecimal format. 
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Figure 8 Arrays defined in macro code 

 

Figure 9 Generating and executing a PE file 

explorer.exe 

Main Function 

This is a downloader for downloading files from servers for execution. 

Behavior Analysis 

This file first attempts to connect to domain names. Figure 10 shows the domain name 

connected by this file. The domain name here is a hosting website allowing anyone to download 

and upload files, as shown in Figure 11. 

 

Figure 10 Domain name connected by the sample file 
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Figure 11 Website corresponding to the domain name 

The sample file implements its functions as follows according to our reverse analysis: 

1. Call the connect function to connect to 188.234.144.11, as shown in Figure 12. This IP 

address identifies a file storing server. 

 

Figure 12 IP address to which the connect function connects 

2. Send data, as shown in Figure 13. 

 

Figure 13 Sending data 

3. Create a file after receiving data, as shown in Figure 14. 

 

Figure 14 Creating a file 

4. Write the received data into the file, as shown in Figure 15. 
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Figure 15 Writing data into the file 

(5) Read file contents part by part to memory, as shown in Figure 16. 

 

Figure 16 Reading files to memory 

6. Decrypt the file, as shown in Figure 17. 

 

Figure 17 Decrypting the file 

7. Table 2 shows the decryption code. 

.text:00405142                 mov     eax, [esp+2C8h] 

.text:00405149                 mov     edx, [esp+5Ch] 

.text:0040514D                 mov     edi, ebx 

.text:0040514F                 mov     ebx, [esp+1Ch] 

.text:00405153                 mov     ecx, [esp+2C4h] 

.text:0040515A                 or      eax, [esp+54h] 

.text:0040515E                 add     edx, [esp+50h] 
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.text:00405162                 mov     [ebx+edi], al 

.text:00405165                 inc     edi 

.text:00405166                 mov     esi, eax 

.text:00405168                 lea     edx, [ecx+edx+4] 

.text:0040516C                 mov     [esp+20h], edi 

.text:00405170                 mov     [esp+4Ch], edi 

.text:00405174                 mov     edi, [esp+18h] 

.text:00405178                 mov     ebx, edx 

.text:0040517A                 shl     esi, 6 

.text:0040517D                 mov     dl, 1 

.text:0040517F                 nop 

.text:00405180 

.text:00405180 loc_405180:                             ; CODE XREF: 

micro::main::hd9f3cc455036707f+25FCj 

.text:00405180                 xor     ecx, ecx 

.text:00405182                 mov     [esp+5Ch], ebx 

.text:00405186 

.text:00405186 loc_405186:                             ; CODE XREF: 

micro::main::hd9f3cc455036707f+269Dj 

.text:00405186                 cmp     edi, ebx 

.text:00405188                 jz      loc_406B19 

.text:0040518E                 movzx   eax, byte ptr [ebx] 

.text:00405191                 mov     [esp+50h], eax 

.text:00405195                 movzx   eax, byte ptr [eax+45CD5Fh] 

.text:0040519C                 cmp     eax, 0FDh 

.text:004051A1                 jb      short loc_4051AF 

.text:004051A3                 inc     ebx 

.text:004051A4                 inc     ecx 

.text:004051A5                 cmp     al, 0FDh 

.text:004051A7                 jnz     loc_405338 

.text:004051AD                 jmp     short loc_405186 

.text:004051AF ; --------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

.text:004051AF 

.text:004051AF loc_4051AF:                             ; CODE XREF: 

micro::main::hd9f3cc455036707f+2691j 

.text:004051AF                 or      eax, esi 

.text:004051B1                 inc     ebx 

.text:004051B2                 shl     eax, 6 

.text:004051B5                 mov     [esp+54h], eax 

.text:004051B9 

.text:004051B9 loc_4051B9:                             ; CODE XREF: 

micro::main::hd9f3cc455036707f+26DCj 

.text:004051B9                 mov     eax, [esp+2D8h] 

.text:004051C0                 mov     esi, 1 
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.text:004051C5                 lea     eax, (loc_402B28 - 402B28h)[ebx+eax] 

.text:004051C8                 cmp     eax, 1 

.text:004051CB                 jz      loc_406C0C 

.text:004051D1                 movzx   esi, byte ptr [ebx] 

.text:004051D4                 movzx   eax, ds:_const_47[esi] 

.text:004051DB                 cmp     eax, 0FCh 

.text:004051E0                 jbe     short loc_4051EE 

.text:004051E2                 inc     ebx 

.text:004051E3                 inc     ecx 

.text:004051E4                 cmp     al, 0FDh 

.text:004051E6                 jnz     loc_406B2A 

.text:004051EC                 jmp     short loc_4051B9 

.text:004051EE ; --------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

.text:004051EE 

.text:004051EE loc_4051EE:                             ; CODE XREF: 

micro::main::hd9f3cc455036707f+26D0j 

.text:004051EE                 or      eax, [esp+54h] 

.text:004051F2                 mov     edx, [esp+2D0h] 

.text:004051F9                 mov     [esp+18h], edi 

.text:004051FD                 mov     edi, ecx 

.text:004051FF                 mov     [esp+2CCh], eax 

.text:00405206                 shl     eax, 6 

.text:00405209                 mov     [esp+54h], eax 

.text:0040520D                 mov     eax, [esp+5Ch] 

.text:00405211                 lea     eax, (loc_402B28 - 402B28h)[eax+edx] 

.text:00405214 

.text:00405214 loc_405214:                             ; CODE XREF: 

micro::main::hd9f3cc455036707f+2734j 

.text:00405214                 mov     edx, eax 

.text:00405216                 add     edx, edi 

.text:00405218                 jz      loc_406BA6 

.text:0040521E                 mov     edx, [esp+5Ch] 

.text:00405222                 movzx   ecx, byte ptr [edx+edi+2] 

.text:00405227                 movzx   ebx, ds:_const_47[ecx] 

.text:0040522E                 mov     [esp+50h], ecx 

.text:00405232                 cmp     ebx, 0FCh 

.text:00405238                 jbe     short loc_405246 

.text:0040523A                 inc     edi 

.text:0040523B                 cmp     bl, 0FDh 

.text:0040523E                 jnz     loc_406B8A 

.text:00405244                 jmp     short loc_405214 

.text:00405246 ; --------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

.text:00405246 

.text:00405246 loc_405246:                             ; CODE XREF: 
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micro::main::hd9f3cc455036707f+2728j 

.text:00405246                 or      ebx, [esp+54h] 

.text:0040524A                 mov     ecx, [esp+5Ch] 

.text:0040524E                 xor     esi, esi 

.text:00405250                 mov     eax, ebx 

.text:00405252                 shl     eax, 6 

.text:00405255                 mov     [esp+54h], eax 

.text:00405259                 mov     eax, [esp+4] 

.text:0040525D                 lea     eax, (loc_402B28 - 402B28h)[ecx+eax] 

.text:00405260                 add     eax, edi 

.text:00405262 

.text:00405262 loc_405262:                             ; CODE XREF: 

micro::main::hd9f3cc455036707f+2781j 

.text:00405262                 mov     edx, eax 

.text:00405264                 add     edx, esi 

.text:00405266                 jz      loc_406C4A 

.text:0040526C                 lea     edx, [ecx+esi] 

.text:0040526F                 movzx   edx, byte ptr [edx+edi+3] 

.text:00405274                 mov     [esp+50h], edx 

.text:00405278                 movzx   edx, ds:_const_47[edx] 

.text:0040527F                 cmp     edx, 0FCh 

.text:00405285                 jbe     short loc_405293 

.text:00405287                 inc     esi 

.text:00405288                 cmp     dl, 0FDh 

.text:0040528B                 jnz     loc_406BB7 

.text:00405291                 jmp     short loc_405262 

.text:00405293 ; --------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

.text:00405293 

.text:00405293 loc_405293:                             ; CODE XREF: 

micro::main::hd9f3cc455036707f+2775j 

.text:00405293                 mov     eax, [esp+20h] 

.text:00405297                 mov     [esp+2C8h], edx 

.text:0040529E                 mov     [esp+2C4h], esi 

.text:004052A5                 mov     [esp+50h], edi 

.text:004052A9                 cmp     eax, [esp+48h] 

.text:004052AD                 jnz     short loc_4052C8 

.text:004052AF                 lea     ecx, [esp+44h] 

.text:004052B3                 call    

__ZN40_$LT$alloc__raw_vec__RawVec$LT$T$GT$$GT$6double17h06f32d01d77fcc35E_703 

.text:004052B8                 mov     eax, [esp+44h] 

.text:004052BC                 mov     ecx, [esp+4Ch] 

.text:004052C0                 mov     [esp+1Ch], eax 

.text:004052C4                 mov     [esp+20h], ecx 

.text:004052C8 
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.text:004052C8 loc_4052C8:                             ; CODE XREF: 

micro::main::hd9f3cc455036707f+279Dj 

.text:004052C8                 mov     edx, [esp+2CCh] 

.text:004052CF                 mov     eax, [esp+1Ch] 

.text:004052D3                 mov     ecx, [esp+20h] 

.text:004052D7                 shr     edx, 4 

.text:004052DA                 mov     byte ptr ds:(loc_402B28 - 402B28h)[eax+ecx], dl 

.text:004052DD                 mov     eax, [esp+4Ch] 

.text:004052E1                 inc     eax 

.text:004052E2                 mov     [esp+4Ch], eax 

.text:004052E6                 mov     ecx, eax 

.text:004052E8                 mov     edi, [esp+48h] 

.text:004052EC                 cmp     eax, edi 

.text:004052EE                 jnz     short loc_405301 

.text:004052F0                 lea     ecx, [esp+44h] 

.text:004052F4                 call    

__ZN40_$LT$alloc__raw_vec__RawVec$LT$T$GT$$GT$6double17h06f32d01d77fcc35E_703 

.text:004052F9                 mov     edi, [esp+48h] 

.text:004052FD                 mov     ecx, [esp+4Ch] 

.text:00405301 

.text:00405301 loc_405301:                             ; CODE XREF: 

micro::main::hd9f3cc455036707f+27DEj 

.text:00405301                 mov     eax, [esp+44h] 

.text:00405305                 shr     ebx, 2 

.text:00405308                 mov     [esp+1Ch], eax 

.text:0040530C                 mov     byte ptr ds:(loc_402B28 - 402B28h)[eax+ecx], bl 

.text:0040530F                 inc     ecx 

.text:00405310                 mov     ebx, ecx 

.text:00405312                 mov     [esp+4Ch], ecx 

.text:00405316                 cmp     ecx, edi 

.text:00405318                 jnz     loc_405142 

Table 2 Decryption code 

8. Create lsass.exe, as shown in Figure 18. 

 

Figure 18 Creating a file 

9. Write file contents to \AppData\Local\Temp\lsass.exe, as shown in Figure 19. 
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Figure 19 Writing to lsass.exe 

10. Delete the original TXT file after the write is complete, as shown in Figure 20. 

 

Figure 20 Deleting the TXT file 

11. Create a process, as shown in Figure 21. 

 

Figure 21 Creating a process 

lsass.exe 

Main Function 

Implements different functions as instructed by the server. 

Behavior Analysis 

Use pyinstxtractor.py to decompile the sample into a PY file. Figure 22 shows the PY file 

obtained after decompilation. 

 

Figure 22 PY file obtained after decompilation 
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Figure 23 shows the decrypted code. 

 

Figure 23 Decrypted code 

This code will obtain instructions from the remote server. First, it attempts to directly read 

instructions from the server. If the read fails, it attempts to obtain contents from the instruction file 

and writes such contents to a random 10-byte DAT file created locally. 

 

Figure 24 Reading instructions from the server 
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Figure 25 Implementing functions as instructed 

Table 3 lists functions of these commands. 

Command Description 

help Displays executable commands. 

cmd||(cmd command) Executes commands in cmd command (during the read, CP866 is 

changed to UTF-8 after decoding). 

cmdd||(cmd command) Executes commands in cmd command. 

getphoto||(path) Obtains file from path (to send data, decodes data with the local 

encoding and then encodes data with UTF-8). 

getdoc||(doc path) Obtains the file from doc path. 

forcecheckin||random data Obtains host information. 

time||(int) Sets sleep time. 

ss||(random data) Not implemented. The name indicates that it is used to capture screens. 

Table 3 Command description 

KillDisk.exe 

Main Function 

KillDisk.exe can clear system sectors, delete important system files, overwrite the file content 

of specific types, and terminate system processes, thereby crashing the system and making it unable 

to recover.  

Behavior Analysis 
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The KillDisk.exe sample will first escalate process privileges, allowing the virus program to 

have privileges of shutting down the system and modifying system directory files.  

 

Figure 26 Privilege escalation 

KillDisk.exe starts cmd to create a service, as shown in Figure 27. 

 

Figure 27 Creating a service 

KillDisk.exe starts the service, as shown in Figure 28. 
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Figure 28 Starting the service 

Actually, the started service is KillDisk.exe itself, as shown in Figure 29.  

 

Figure 29 Service program 

KillDisk.exe creates a thread to delete log files to hide operation traces, as shown in Figure 30.  
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Figure 30 Hiding traces 

The KillDisk.exe sample attempts to fill contents in PhysicalDriver0 and PhysicalDriver15.  

 

Figure 31 Filling contents 

KillDisk.exe clears the memory of the 291 sectors of each open disk, as shown in Figure 32.  

 

Figure 32 Clearing disks 
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After the preceding operations, the system cannot be restarted.  

KillDisk.exe terminates some system-critical processes and repeats three times. The terminated 

system processes include but are not limited to the following: system, vmacthlp.exe, 

VGAuthService.exe, vmtoolsd.exe, dllhost.exe, WmiPrvSE.exe, msdtc.exe, SearchIndexer.exe, 

sppsvc.exe, and PCHunter32.exe. 

 

Figure 33 Terminating system processes 

The preceding behaviors will finally crash and restart the system. However, since the memory 

of system sectors has been cleared, the system cannot get restarted.  

According to code analysis, a variant of the KillDisk component which can run on various 

platforms is found. Attackers could exploit this variant file to attack Supervisory Control And Data 

Acquisition (SCADA) systems and industrial control systems (ICSs) not only on Windows but also 

on Linux. This variant file has been used as a piece of ransomware against Linux systems for a 

ransom of 222 bitcoins (about RMB 1,729,875).  

 

Figure 34 KillDisk variant 

keylogger.exe 
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Main Function 

keylogger.exe works as a keystroke logger. It can record a user's keyboard input and save such 

input in a temporary directory as a .tmp file. If attackers have read/write permissions to the file 

system, they can obtain the user's all keystroke logs in a specific process, window, or file.  

Behavior Analysis 

Figure 35 shows the keystroke logging file generated in the temp directory. 

 

Figure 35 Generating a keystroke log file 

Figure 36 shows the content of the log file. 
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Figure 36 Log file content 

The log file contains the following information: 

(1) How the keyboard hook is configured 

(2) The process ID (PID), title, and process name for keystroke operations 

(3) User's keystroke input 

Then, the keylogger.exe sample will be injected into various processes and configure keyboard 

hooks to obtain keystroke information.  

 

Figure 37 Configuring a keyboard hook 

Code for logging keystroke information is configured, as shown in Figure 38. 
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Figure 38 Logging keystroke information 

The sample does not involve the configuration of startup items. It is an one-time execution. 

However, since attackers have already obtained the privilege of uploading and executing files, they 

can manually add the executable to the startup item list, thereby bypassing the detection of antivirus 

software.  

LDAPquery.exe 

Main Function 

LDAPquery.exe is a query tool of the LDAP server. After a successful connection to the LADP 

server, it can use the ldap_search function to query partitions, computer information, and user 

information.  

Behavior Analysis 

Figure 39 shows how LDAPquery.exe connects to the LDAP server.  
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Figure 39 Connecting to the LDAP server 

After successful connection to the LDAP server, LDAPquery.exe automatically uses the 

ldap_search function to query information related to the server and then displays such information. 

The IP address of the LDAP server depends on the running parameter. If the parameter is 

unspecified, LDAPquery.exe connects to the default LDAP server. 

Figure 40 shows the query of partition information.  

 

Figure 40 Query of partition information 

Figure 41 shows the query of computer information.  

 

Figure 41 Query of computer information  

Figure 42 shows the query of user information.  
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Figure 42 Query of user information 

Figure 43 shows the query of other information.  

 

Figure 43 Query of other information 

mimikatz.exe 

Main Function 

mimikatz.exe can obtain the administrative user name and password. It can work in only 32-

bit operating systems to read the memory and capture the user name, work group, and password by 

injecting itself to lsass.exe.  

The password field in lsass.exe is encrypted not using hash and the encryption parameter is not 

removed but remain in the memory. Therefore, mimikatz.exe can read the encrypted password and 

parameter in the memory and call the decryption module in lsasrv.dll for decryption, so as to get the 

user's password in plaintext.  

mimikatz.exe can obtain the user names and passwords of all logged-in users.  

Behavior Analysis 

mimikatz.exe injects itself to lsass.exe to read the memory, as shown in Figure 44. 
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Figure 44 Injecting lsass.exe and reading the memory 

mimikatz.exe obtains dynamic addresses of the following from the read memory addresses via 

offsets.  

(1) User name 

(2) Work group 

(3) User password (in ciphertext) 

Then mimikatz.exe reads the user names in dynamic addresses, as shown in Figures 45 and 46. 

 

Figure 45 Reading the user names (1) 

 

Figure 46 Reading the user names (2) 

mimikatz.exe reads the password in ciphertext. 

 

Figure 47 Reading the passwords in ciphertext 

mimikatz.exe calls the decryption function in lsasrv.dll to decrypt the passwords in ciphertext, 

as shown in Figure 48.  
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Figure 48 Calling lsasrv.dll 

mimikatz.exe obtains the user's password in plaintext, as shown in Figure 49. 

 

Figure 49 Obtaining the user's password in plaintext 

CredRaptor.exe 

Main Function 

CredRaptor.exe can determine the version of Internet Explorer (IE) browsers by checking the 

system version and then parse the user name and password file stored under IE browser folders, 

thereby obtaining user information. The information stored in the folders of the following browsers 

can be obtained: Google Chrome, Internet Explorer, Mozilla Firefox, and Opera.  

Behavior Analysis 

CredRaptor.exe first checks the system version, as shown in Figure 50. 

 

Figure 50 Checking the system version 

CredRaptor.exe obtains the IE version, as shown in Figure 51.  
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Figure 51 Obtaining the IE browser version 

CredRaptor.exe calls the function for decryption, as shown in Figure 52.  

 

Figure 52 Calling the decryption function 

The CryptUnprotectData function can be used to decrypt all the data encrypted by a user with 

the same permissions.  

CredRaptor.exe attempts to read information of the IE browser user, as shown in Figure 53.  
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Figure 53 Reading user information 

CredRaptor.exe obtains the path of the log file, as shown in Figure 54. 

 

Figure 54 Obtaining the path of the log file 

CredRaptor.exe records some information, as shown in Figure 55. 
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Figure 55 Obtaining some information 

In the case of a Chrome browser, CredRaptor.exe copies the file for saving user information to 

a temporary folder. Then CredRaptor.exe attempts to parse the file to read Google account 

information. 

 

Figure 56 Copying the file for saving user information to a temporary folder 

CredRaptor.exe uses such SQL statements as SELECT ORIGIN_URL, 

USERNAME_VALUE, and PASSWORD_VALUE FROM LOGINS for query operations, as 

shown in Figure 57.  

 

Figure 57 Executing SQL statements 

If a Firefox browser exists in the system, CredRaptor.exe parses its file for saving user names 

and passwords. First, CredRaptor.exe obtains the installation path and version of the Firefox 

browser, as shown in Figure 58.  

 

Figure 58 Obtaining the installation path and version of the Firefox browser 
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CredRaptor.exe parses \logins.json (if any) to obtain the encrypted user name and password, 

as shown in Figure 59.  

 

Figure 59 Parsing \logins.json 

CredRaptor.exe parses \signons.sqlite (if any) to read the encrypted user names and passwords, 

as shown in Figure 60.  

 

Figure 60 Parsing \signons.sqlite 

 

Intercepter-NG.exe 

Main Functions 

Intercepter-NG.exe is a packet capture tool written by Russians. It offers the following 

features: 

 Sniffing passwords or hashes of types: ICQ, IRC, AIM, FTP, IMAP, POP3, SMTP, 

LDAP, BNC, SOCKS, HTTP, WWW, NNTP, CVS, TELNET, MRA, DC++, VNC, 

MYSQL, ORACLE, and NTLM. 

 Sniffing real-time chat messages of instant messaging tools such as ICQ, AIM, 

JABBER, YAHOO, MSN, IRC, and MRA. 

 Promiscuous mode, ARP, DHCP, gateway, and smart scanning. 

 Raw mode, eXtreme, and Resurrection mode. 

 Capturing packets and offering offline post-capture analysis. 

 Capturing remote data via a RPCAP daemon. 

 NAT, SOCKS, and DHCP. 

 Launching ARP\DNS over ICMP\DHCP\SSL\SSLSTRIP\WPAD\SMBRelay man-

in-the-middle attacks. 

 Working on the Windows NT platform, any *NIX platforms, and iOS and Android 

platforms. 

For more information, visit the official website: 
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http://sniff.su/ 

 

VBS 

Main Functions 

It obtains commands from the server end and then executes them. 

Behavior Analysis 

It requests data from the remote server, converts it into commands, and executes them, as 

shown in Figure 61: 

Obtains the host name.

Obtains the MAC address.

Requests data from the server.

Converts the requested data into commands and executes them.

Sends the execution results to the remote server.

Exits when exitFlag is True.

 

Figure 61 Obtaining data from the server 

It converts the requested data into commands and executes them, as shown in Figure 62. 
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Executes commands.

 

Figure 62 Converting the requested data into commands and executing them 

It performs its functions by executing commands, as shown in Figure 63: 

Executes arg1 (and arg2, if any). The value of "result" is the execution result and error information.

Executes arg1 (and arg2, if any). For execution success, the value of "result" is "Task Run".

Sets "result" is the file content to be re-encoded.

Sets the sleep time.

Sets "result" to the content specified with "Set tm=" + arg1 for encoding.

Sets "result" to the content specified with "Set tm=" + arg1 for encoding.

Sets exitFlag to True.

Sets "result" to the content specified with "Kill" for encoding.

Sets exitFlag to True.

Sets sf to True.

Encodes the file content specified with arg1 and sends the encoded conent.

Deletes files related to the sample.

 

Figure 63 Executing commands 

For the VBS sample, commands are in the format of report_id$arg0 arg1. 

Table 4 Command formats of the VBS sample 

Command Function 

!cmd arg1 Executes arg1. 

!cmdd arg1 Executes arg1. 
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!dump arg1 Sends the content specified by arg1 for encoding. 

!timeout arg1 Sets sleep time. 

!bye  Sets exitFlag to True. exitFlag controls whether to exit the sample. 

!kill Indicates that the files related to the sample are deleted (exitFlag setting to 

True indicates the sample exits). 

!up (int) Encodes the file contents specified with arg1. 

 

telebot.exe 

Main Functions 

telebot.exe is a trojan program that executes different commands to perform various functions. 

Behavior Analysis 

This program obtains the required file from its own mailbox, encodes it to get commands, and 

then executes them. 

Sends the required file to its own mailbox.

Runs commands represented by Getarg and sends the 

execution result and error information to its own mailbox. 

Downloads the file represented by mbTyaFBCEqHSz 

and executes it locally. 
Sends an email to its own mailbox, which contains 

character strings and information about the local device.

Sends an email to its own mailbox, which contains 

character strings and information about the local device.

 

Figure 64 Sending a file 

For this program sample, commands are in the format of {"CMD":"*","*":"jobid","ARG":"*"}. 

Table 5 Command formats of the program sample 

Command Function 

CMD:download 

ARG:filepath 

Sends the file specified with "filepath" to its own mailbox. 
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CMD:cmd 

ARG:cmd command 

Runs the command (represented by "cmd command") and sends 

the execution result and error information to its own mailbox. 

CMD:upload 

ARG:url 

Downloads the file specified with "url" and executes it locally. 

CMD:forcecheckin, 

ARG: 

Sends an email to its own mailbox, which contains character 

strings and information about the local device. 

 

This program logs in to its own mailbox before sending the stolen information to its mailbox, 

as shown in Figure 65. 

Encapsulates the attachment.

 

Figure 65 Sending stolen information 

Figure 66 shows the user name and password of an Outlook mailbox. 

 

Figure 66 User name and password of a mailbox account 

Checks on the mailbox account suggest that this account is still available, but should be 

authenticated before being used. 
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Figure 67 Mailbox being available 

Attack Location 

The sample analysis reveals that this sample connects to two IP addresses and one domain 

name as follows: 

1. IP address 188.234.144.11 in Russia. 

 

Figure 68 Attack location (1) 

2. IP address 93.190.137.212 in Holland. 

 

Figure 69 Attack location (2) 
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3. Isass connects to the following domain name: 

https://api.telegram.org/bot140192111:AAGSxqO9Xz9meTaG7Ecdh80LGnYXNIbbgp4 

Figure 70 shows the domain name parsing result. 

 

Figure 70 Domain name parsing result 

Recommended Solution 

1.1 NSFOCUS Detection Services 

1. NSFOCUS engineers provide onsite detection services. 

2. NSFOCUS provides online cloud detection services. You can visit the following link to 

apply for the trial use of NSFOCUS Threat Analysis Center (TAC): 

https://cloud.nsfocus.com/#/krosa/views/initcdr/productandservice?service_id=1018 

1.2 NSFOCUS Solution for Removing Trojans 

1. Short-term service: NSFOCUS engineers provide the onsite trojan backdoor removal 

service (manual services + NIPS + TAC + Kingsoft V8+ terminal security system) to 

ensure that risk points are immediately eliminated in the network and the event impact is 

minimized. After the handling, an event analysis report is provided. 
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2. Mid-term service: NSFOCUS provides 3- to 6-month risk monitoring and preventive 

maintenance inspection (PMI) services (NIPS + TAC + manual services) to eradicate 

risks and prevent events from recurring. 

3. Long-term service: NSFOCUS provides industry-specific risk mitigation solutions 

(threat intelligence + attack traceback + professional security service). 

Conclusion 

Like a BlackEnergy attack, this attack takes leverage of a spear phishing email attached with 

a Microsoft Excel document that contains a malicious macro as an initial infection vector. The 

difference is that this malicious document does not employ any social engineering methods to 

entice victims to click the macro start button. This is because when such methods are 

introduced, whether the attack succeeds entirely depends on the victim clicking it. 

After the macro virus runs, the malicious file is dropped to perform malicious functions. 

About NSFOCUS 

============ 

NSFOCUS IB is a wholly owned subsidiary of NSFOCUS, an enterprise application and 

network security provider, with operations in the Americas, Europe, the Middle East, Southeast 

Asia and Japan. NSFOCUS IB has a proven track record of combatting the increasingly complex 

cyber threat landscape through the construction and implementation of multi-layered defense 

systems. The company's Intelligent Hybrid Security strategy utilizes both cloud and on-premises 

security platforms, built on a foundation of real-time global threat intelligence, to provide unified, 

multi-layer protection from advanced cyber threats. 

For more information about NSFOCUS, please visit: 

http://www.nsfocusglobal.com. 

NSFOCUS, NSFOCUS IB, and NSFOCUS, INC. are trademarks or registered trademarks of 

NSFOCUS, Inc. All other names and trademarks are property of their respective firms. 
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